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Message from High Priest Hooded Cobra 666:

The entire site has been updated. In addition to many grammar corrections, there
are also some big structural updates. This has been the ground and framework
upon which now we will proceed with most anticipated content updates.

This update includes:

• There  is  now  a  search  box on  the  homepage.  It  works  best  on  perfect
matches in the title of a page, but the full text of our 800+ pages is searched
too.  Partial  matches  and  misspellings  will  often  work.  Note  that  a  result
marked with less than 99% will not contain the exact search text.

• The internal  structure has been reorganized and many pages are at  new
locations. However, all old links will be redirected to the new location. If your
browser warns you that the page is redirecting to a different website, let it
continue, this is normal.

• Many lost pages and files are now restored, and most broken links are now
fixed! Two of the highlights are Hell's Army 666 and the Audio MP3s.

We thank wholeheartedly the brother Soaring Eagle 666, as he did major labor so
that this project would be actualized. Lydia, other members who have contributed
with finding bugs or mistakes, and of course Satanic Eagle for the graphics which
have been redone and polished.

This should act  as testament and example of  what we can collectively achieve.
Most won't understand the massive amount of work that this took out of people,
especially Soaring Eagle who created a perfect back-end for all the HTML pages,
search etc.

I have overseen the operation and made sure the styling and everything that made
the JoS beautiful, classic and gave it it's character, has remained unaltered. The
website is now also more phone friendly, appealing and beautiful, without sacrifice
of it's classic character.  [half  of the users of the internet are connected by their
phones].

The official announcement of the update can be read by clicking here.

HAIL SATAN!!!!

- High Priest Hooded Cobra 666
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